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Big Sand is located 525 miles north of Winnipeg, 

Manitoba. The lake is 70 miles long with over 60,000 

acres of pristine waters, containing the most sought-after 

trophy fish in North America. Big Sand Lake commonly 

yields 20-30 lb. plus Northern Pike, 40 lb. plus Lake 

Trout, 3-4 lb. average Walleye and Arctic Grayling that 

are found throughout the many rivers and streams flowing 

in and out of Big Sand Lake.

FPO

BIG SAND LAKE ...
“Go World-Class!”



Our facility at Big Sand is the only lodge on the lake. There 

are no roads leading to Big Sand, so the only way to get 

here is to fly. All guests arrive at Big Sand via twin turbo 

prop passenger aircraft, landing at our private airstrip.

Situated high atop an ancient glacial esker, the main lodge 

was built with the guests’ needs foremost in mind. The 

lodge features hundreds of square feet of glass, providing 

a sweeping view of nature’s northern waters and thick 

patterns of birch and pine.

Located on the upper level of the lodge, we developed 

a separate conference room for private meetings. Our 

executive conference room is fully furnished with audio/

visual equipment, board tables, and chairs. Everything 

is provided to conduct a productive sales meeting in an 

environment that lends itself to the outside beauty awaiting 

you just a few feet away. Call for details on how we can 

turn your business meeting into a business adventure.

Deluxe Private Cabins
The rooms are fully carpeted, with two queen-size beds and 

modern bathrooms, a Franklin fireplace and, for your further 

comfort, electric heat. With careful consideration given 

while designing the layout of each cabin, we have added an 

impressive deck that allows you a panoramic view of the lake. 

We feel that a cabin is not only constructed to house you 

but, more importantly, to inspire you!

MAIN LODGE

Private cabin interior view
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Testimonials
All I can say is WOW! What a great trip. Rick, I can’t get 

over the numbers and size of fish that we caught. The Main 

Lodge is spectacular and such a pleasure to find so far up 

in northern Manitoba. I carry my pictures with me on all my 

business trips and recommend Big Sand Lake Lodge to all 

who are interested in my fishing experience. My pictures 

of our Master Angler Trout and Northern Pike and Walleye 

are as well travelled now as I am. The trip went well 

beyond our expectations. 
– T. Derksen

Our group really enjoyed our time at the wilderness 

outpost. It allowed us to be on our own and to do some 

unbelievable fishing and serious male bonding over the 

campfire and a few beverages and stories in the evenings. 

The fishing was some of the best we had experienced, 

and we have been on many fishing trips over the years. 

Northern Pike, Walleye, Lake Trout, and Arctic Grayling. 

How great is that to have the opportunity to fish for all on 

the same trip? Big Sand will definitely be a place we will 

be returning to again. 
– J. Carrier

It is not a trip to Big Sand Lake Lodge, it is an adventure. 

The opportunity to be out on the lake with no one around 

except mother nature, catching those tremendous fish that 

are 20–30 years old and knowing they will be around for 

many more after I’ve been here. The guides and staff are 

terrific; they are friendly and willing to tell you the stories 

of living in the north and the history of the area. I had an 

opportunity to go out one evening and see the wolves 

and pups that live at the end of the runway. What an 

experience. Keep up the good work, and we will see  

you again. 
– R. Blais

– Rory Weibe– Roy Sumner

– Don Bollweg
– Kristian Sydow
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Fly Fishing at  BIG SAND

A trip to Big Sand is the ultimate experience for big fish on 

the fly rod! Imagine not only hooking up but landing trophy 

Northern Pike, Lake Trout, Walleye, and Arctic Grayling all 

on the fly rod. Four species, one lake! This dream is a reality 

at Big Sand, where our experienced guides not only get 

you to where the fish are but, equally important, they have 

the wherewithal to position the boat in such a way that is 

conducive to the needs of individual fly fisherman, (ie; wind, 

distance, and ability). Finesse? Not on this body of water. 

You’ll see your fly devoured and your line stretched, your 

knuckles battered and feel your adrenaline rush as fast as 

our rivers flow! Big Sand Lake has the best to offer in fishing 

diversity and big fish results. As a fly fisherman, you have the 

option of wading in a variety of conditions ranging from sand 

bars to gravel bars, shallow bays to wildly exciting rivers. Or, 

you may choose to fly cast from one of our custom-designed 

18´ boats. These boats have an elevated casting platform 

up front from where you can cover water in all directions, 

not to mention having your stripped fly line under control 

and out of “tangled” reach. Each boat is powered by the 

best in performance and dependability with 40-horsepower, 

4-stroke Yamaha outboards. So there you have it. Big Sand 

not only yields the largest in trophy fishing but backs it with 

the best possible equipment, guides, and service. So we 

invite you to take your fly fishing skills and enjoyment of this 

unique sport to the next level and be one of the few to go 

where no man has gone before. Fly fish Big Sand!

“One small step for mankind ... One giant leap for fly fishing!”
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Since the first anglers arrived at Big Sand’s 5-star-rated 

facility, we have been committed to catch-and-release. To 

us, catch-and-release doesn’t mean simply putting the fish 

back in the water. First off, it starts with our guides, who 

understand that their livelihood depends on the health of 

the fishery. Maintaining that world-class fishery is about 

applied consistency. Every season we learn more and 

more about these legendary trophy fish. Techniques that 

were once deemed proper are now detrimental to the 

fish’s survival. The fact is that in this upper latitude of North 

America, fish grow slow. For example a Northern Pike 

caught at Big Sand measuring 41 inches is estimated to be 

27 years old.

Making the 49-inch Northern caught this season a 33-year-

old fish! Furthermore, our trophy Lake Trout are in the 

same boat. No single person can do more to make your 

trip a success than your guide. The training and results at 

Big Sand are apparent. With that said, we would like to 

commend our guides for a job well done, as they continue 

furthering the standards within the Canadian lodge industry 

by exceeding our clients’ expectations and their continual 

pursuit in maintaining Big Sand as Canada’s ultimate 

trophy destination.

Commitment to Catch-and-Release

– Al Akkeron – Sean O’Brien

“For as long as the sun shall shine, 
there will be fish in these waters.”

~THEEKAWI SAKAHIKAN~

– Donnie Rooksberry

– Jeff Hammer
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The Outpost Experience

For groups of 6-10 people who enjoy the comforts of a 

main lodge but want to do things on their own, Big Sand 

offers four outposts from which to choose. This experience 

allows you to choose when you want to fish, where you 

want to fish, what kind of fish, and for how long you wish to 

fish. Even your meal times fall under your own discretion. 

Basically, you own the lodge, the entire lake, and its rivers 

are yours and yours alone! Our only concern is you may 

not want to leave, but rest assured you can always come 

back. All four of our outposts specialize in trophy Northern 

Pike and super Walleye fishing. Some offer diversity with 

Lake Trout, Arctic Grayling, and even Rainbow Trout! Our 

outpost lodges are all located between 25 to 50 miles 

away from the main lodge.

Our four outpost camps, Chipewyan, LeClair, Jordan, and 

Wolf, are true wilderness outposts. We drop your group 

off at your camp with food and supplies, and you are 

totally on your own lake; self-guiding on your own, running 

of boats, as well as doing all of your own cooking. The 

camps all have maps of the lakes as well as modern radios. 

You are asked to check in daily with the main lodge to be 

sure everything is going well. You purchase your food and 

beverage package from us, and all you need to bring is 

your fishing equipment and personal gear. We give you the 

option of having a camp manager and cook for your stay at 

an additional cost. 

Each camp is electrically powered by a gas generator. 

The dining cabin is fully equipped with a fridge, full range, 

and a freezer for storage; as well as a barbeque outside. 

The kitchen is stocked weekly with all your grocery needs, 

fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats. The sleeping cabins are 

fully equipped with sleeping bags, towels, and bedding. 

Another cabin is designated as the central shower facility. 

Hot water when you need it, there’s no roughing it here. 

The camps are equipped with 16-foot aluminum boats and 

15-horsepower, 4-stroke motors. These boats are outfitted 

with extra large landing nets, life jackets, and swivel seats. 

A spare motor is also stored at each mini-lodge.

~ Chipewyan ~ Wolf ~ Jordan ~ LeClair ~
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Hey, once you’re done Moose hunting, it’s not over. You 

also have the opportunity at catching huge, trophy Lake 

Trout once you are back at the Main Lodge. Here’s the 

greatest part, it’s FREE! Yes, once you’re finished with 

your hunt, your guide will take you out to catch some of the 

biggest Lake Trout of the season.

The Big Sand Moose Hunt

We offer combination spring Black Bear hunt / fishing trips 

from our outpost camps on various lakes in the area. We 

have baited ladder stands with opportunity for world-class 

Black Bear. There is no resident hunting pressure, and 

many color phase bears are taken every year. Call our office 

for your chance to hunt the bruins in their native habitat.

Spring Bear Hunts

– Bonnie Grabber

– Judy Powers
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Private Airstrip at Big Sand Lake Lodge
Location: N57 37 10  W99 52 31 1S 9degrees E  

Length: 3450 ft. x 100 ft. (Clay/Sand) / Elevation: 1050’ approx. 
Communication: UNICOM 122.8 - 5NM 4100 ASL

Big Sand 
Lake Lodge

Winnipeg

Welcome to Big

How to Reach Us
Plan to arrive in Winnipeg the evening before your 
departure to Big Sand Lake Lodge. Our representative will 
meet you at the Winnipeg International Airport and drive 
you to your overnight accommodations. If you are driving to 
Winnipeg, we ask that you telephone us upon your arrival. 

Our representative will escort you the next morning to the 
charter flight bound for Big Sand Lake Lodge. On your 
return to Winnipeg, our representative will greet your flight 
and assist you. Your flight connections from Winnipeg to 
your home should be booked after 4:00 p.m.

Getting to Winnipeg
We recommend our trusted 
travel agency, Continental 
Travel Group in Winnipeg. 
They have access to special 
‘unpublished’ airfares for 
fishers and hunters. They can 
ticket you from anywhere in the 
United States or Canada and will stay in touch with us if 
there are any unexpected changes to your airline schedule. 
Call Silvana G. or Trudy – toll-free in the US or Canada, 
1.866.276.8376.

Payment Policy
A 25% deposit is required to confirm your dates at 
the time of booking. The balance is due April 1, 2010. 
Overnight stays in Winnipeg, MB are the guests’ 
responsibility, and we would be pleased to recommend 
and assist with hotel reservations.

Payment Policy Statement
Responsibility: Big Sand Lake Lodge makes every effort 
to serve our guests, but will assume no responsibility or 
liability for any hazard of any kind associated with these 
trips. Neither is any obligation nor responsibility assumed 
for any political, meteorological, climactic, or other event, 
or the services of transportation companies, contractors, 
or other principals for which Big Sand Lake Lodge acts  
as agents. 

Cancellation Policy: For cancellation received prior to April 1,
the trip will be credited to the following year. Cancellations 
received after April 1, 2010, will not be credited nor refunded. 

** In the event that late ice-out occurs, you assume all the 
responsibility and costs to reschedule your trip for an alternate 
date later in the season. Subject to our availability. No refunds.

Payments & Deposits: are not refundable. Trip Cancellation 
Insurance is recommended (optional). We accept cash  
and check. Visa and MasterCard accepted, service charge  
may apply. 

Sand Lake Lodge

• Shuttle service between airport and hotel

• Round trip airfare from Winnipeg, MB to the lodge 

• Home-cooked meals and daily shore lunch

• Private accommodations in fully modern, spacious log cabins

• The service and experience of our licensed guides

• Comfortable, custom-designed 18ft. boats with swivel seats and backrests

• 4-stroke outboard motors  

• FREE guided evening fishing

Your American plan main lodge package:
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